### Direction Rubric for Origami Project - 30 points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Excellent (9-10pts)</th>
<th>Good (8pts)</th>
<th>Satisfactory (7pts)</th>
<th>Marginal (5-6pts)</th>
<th>Unsatisfactory (1-4pts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Clarity** | *easy to read and interpret*  
*each step is clear & understandable*  
*steps are well defined and reasonable* | *generally easy to read and interpret*  
*most steps are clear & understandable*  
*most steps are well defined* | *readable*  
*most steps are understandable*  
*sometimes a step could be broken into smaller steps* | *difficult to read or make out*  
*most steps are confusing*  
*several steps are not well defined* | *difficult to read and make out*  
*most steps are confusing or wrong*  
*some steps are missing* |
| **Requirements** | *if built on existing design: well placed split/graft/pattern*  
*cites original pattern in IEEE format* | *if built on existing design: has an appropriate split/graft/pattern*  
*cites original pattern appropriately* | *if built on existing design: has a split/graft/pattern*  
*cites original pattern* | *if built on existing design: attempted split/graft/pattern*  
*cites wrong pattern* | *if built on existing design: has no split/graft/pattern*  
*does not provide original pattern* |
| **Materials Due before Final Draft** | *completed everything in the 'Good' category and helped a peer on 2/23*  
*similarly for 3/2* | *did all of the 3 on 2/23: prepare for class, turn in draft, participate in class*  
*similarly for 3/2* | *did 2 of the 3 on 2/23: prepare for class, turn in draft, participate in class*  
*similarly for 3/2* | *did 1 of the 3 on 2/23: prepare for class, turn in draft, participate in class*  
*similarly for 3/2* | *did 0 of the 3 on 2/23: prepare for class, turn in draft, participate in class*  
*similarly for 3/2* |

### Display & Project for Origami Project - 20 points possible

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Excellent (9-10pts)</th>
<th>Good (8pts)</th>
<th>Satisfactory (7pts)</th>
<th>Marginal (5-6pts)</th>
<th>Unsatisfactory (1-4pts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Display Model** | *paper material and color enhance the pattern*  
*well made with clean edges* | *used appropriately patterned or colored paper*  
*well folded and neat* | *clean paper used*  
*model clearly represents the intended pattern* | *paper is overly wrinkled*  
*details do not match the intended pattern* | *paper is overly wrinkled & dirty*  
*does not clearly match the intended pattern* |